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Panel I: The Role of Lawyers in a New Migration Era


Howard F. Chang, The Economics of Immigration Reform, 52 U.C. DAVIS LAW REVIEW 111 (2018), available here.

Howard S. Myers, III, America’s Immigration Policy--Where We Are & How We Arrived: An Immigration Lawyer's Perspective, 44 MITCHELL HAMLINE LAW REVIEW 743 (2018), available here.

Emily Ryo, Representing Immigrants: The Role of Lawyers in Immigration Bond Hearings, 52 LAW & SOCIETY REVIEW 503 (2018), available here (with Penn login).


Panel II: Tensions in International Trade


Panel III: Beyond Border Walls: Peace & Security


U.S. MILITARY OPERATIONS: LAW, POLICY, & PRACTICE (Geoffrey S. Corn, Rachel E. Vanlandingham & Shane R. Reeves eds., 2016), available at [Biddle Law Library](#).